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A Copenhagen Crosswalk
The image to the left was created with the 
purpose of illustrating the unique crosswalk 
system of Copenhagen.  The system is 
designed for two senses, auditory and visual.  
This is a strategy used by many in barrier 
free design, designing for two senses in case 
the user is hindered by one or the other.  For 
the visual sense, the city uses the classic 
green figure for walk and the red figure for 
do not walk on the traffic guides.  Every 
crosswalk also generates a series of chirping 
noises.  The chirps increase in frequency as 
it get closer to the signal change, and it is 
time to walk.  The three stages in the image 
to the left begin with he steady chirps, then 
move to a moderate pulse, and then finally 
go into the highest frequency of chirp when 
everyone crosses.  Receiving the message to 
cross (or not to) in auditory and visual 
format allows is helpful for children as well.  
The systems always seem to be in functional 
order throughout the city.  

Greetings from Tinkerup, North Zealand!  From the 
30th of July into early next week I am living in a 
Sommer House with friends on holiday from 
Glouster, England.  Only approximately an hour away 
from Copenhagen, the landscape is entirely different.  
For one thing, there is notable topography formed 
from glacial out wash.  The train system keeps the 
area very well connected as trains to Copenhagen 
central run every half hour throughout the day.  The 
Sommer House is a window into retro Danish style.  
The building materials consist primarily of white 
brick with iron detailing.  The center courtyard acts as 
another room, and the ranch style house is full of 
quirky details.  After this brief visit to the coast, I will 
wrap up my study of universal design in Copenhagen.  
Sommer is winding down in Copenhagen!
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